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THE DAWN OF INDIAN MANUFACTURING
- KNEST MANUFACTURERS

T

he sign of the times is growth. With a robust Capex
cycle in sight and a buoyant recovery of the real estate
sector, the outlook is certainly positive. And if this
backdrop was a jigsaw puzzle, Knest Manufacturers is the
centrepiece.
Knest Manufacturers is an aluminium formwork company
that provides building solutions for real estate and infrastructure development. Made in India, Knest was founded in 2014
with the fundamental idea of helping realtors & developers. It
has grown to become India’s largest and the world’s fastestgrowing formwork company.
The vision is to make real estate & infra development efficient, sustainable & scalable.
Anchored by the country’s largest manufacturing capacity,
Knest guarantees the finest quality of product, best-in-class
delivery timelines, and exceptional after-sales service & support - all to empower you to reach your business goals. With a
growing global footprint of over 5 countries and a 100% delivery record, Knest is taking India to the World.
Since its inception, Knest has led the industry with breakthroughs like 3D Virtual Reality visualisation of project
designs & flagship offerings such as Single Extrusion Panels &
Aluminium Formliners.
‘Technology, Design, and Innovation' are the three pillars
that shoulder the endeavour of revolutionising construction
in the world. And Knest aspires to achieve this by walking
hand-in-hand with the environment. By reducing the use of
wood, creating reusable panels, and recycling the scrap, Knest
makes your project a contributor to the larger goal of sustainable development.
There are two divisions within the company - "Knest
Aluform" produces monolithic panels used in the construction of large projects, while "Knest Verticals" produces smaller modules of construction for individual developers, offering
them affordable & flexible solutions while still maintaining
the advantages of Aluminium Formwork.

Nitin Mittal
Chairman and MD
The magic happens out of a state-of-the-art, automated factory in Pune, India. It has a massive expanse of more than
400000 sq. Ft. which houses industry-leading machines such as
Friction Stir Welding, Robotic Arms, Plasma Cutting, and
much more.
As they rally behind the slogan ‘Desh Mein Bana Desh Ka
Apna’, the ambition is to make a truly Indian multinational.
For more information:
Follow @KnestAluform across social media platforms.
Visit knestaluform.com

Listing 450 sq.cm

DIESEL GENERATOR THAT IS FUEL
EFFICIENT AND COST-EFFECTIVE
M

ahindra Powerol
is leading Diesel
and
Gas
Generator manufacturer
is a part of the Mahindra
Group. Today, engines
from Mahindra Powerol
are powering Diesel
Generator sets from 5 kVA
to 625 kVA & Gas Gensets
of 25kVA & 125kVA.
Shyam
Global
Technoventures Pvt Ltd is
OEM
for
Mahindra
Powerol, an MSME registered company engaged in
manufacturing
Diesel
Generators, backup power
solutions, roof top
solar solutions, Gas
Power
Generators,
Dual Fuel power solutions & Oxygen Generators (as
per DRDO standards). The company
operates from its headquarters in Pune and has a branch in
Mumbai. It has developed a advanced infrastructure to manufac-

ture quality gen-sets for Mahindra Powerol.
SGTPL's gensets are available in a
variety of designs
and sizes to meet
customer requirements, including
high productivity,
low exhaust emissions,
and
improved fuel efficiency. Moreover,
the company has a
modern plant on
the outskirts of
Pune, with facilities such as fiber
laser machines,
automated powder coating plants,
and employs more than 175
managers and workers.
Gas Genset
Narendra Goyal & Ruchi Goyal, its founders & directors, have been instrumental in
making the organization prosper.

Required headline
A

t Nyati Group, the customer is the central focus
of all our ventures. We put an earnest effort into
understanding the aspirations of our buyers
with the objective of meeting all their expectations. We
believe there is no joy greater than delivering customer
happiness and satisfaction.
With a Vision to be Your 1st Choice and a rich legacy
spanning across 25 years, we have delivered several
award-winning commercial & residential projects, created contented lifestyles for over 40000+ families and
elevated various locales to a new standard of eminence.
Nyati Group combines the dual ethos of integrity and
aesthetics in building futuristic landmarks. With the
customer at the core of all its endeavours, every project
under the Nyati brand is conceptualised keeping in
mind the aspirations of the buyer. This helps us to build
enriching living spaces that exude a sense of pride
amongst the inhabitants.
With footprints in sectors like EPC, Hospitality and
Healthcare, the group aims to deliver inspiring milestones in every field it ventures into as it explores newer
horizons of growth.

Rohan Builders -1 177 sq.cm

CEO of the Year- Mr. Sachin Bhandari
A

For those, who aspire to a world-class living

P

ride World City is a residential a
paradise where modern-day luxury meets the old-world charm
of living in the lap of nature.
Experience a city spread over 400 acres
embellished with an unmatched lifestyle located amidst a futuristic node of

Pune - Charholi. Designed with exquisite refinement and matchless magnificence offering every cluster of living
possible in a city. From 2 & 3 BHK flats
to 4 BHK Spacious apartments, from
bungalows to row houses, from well
equipped school to new-age sports

academy, from international standard
hospitals to distinguished economic
zone - everything is being designed
here to offer people a balanced life that
the entire world is seeking for.
For more details, contact - 80555 37000
Website: www.prideworldcity.com

n award-winning, dynamic
leader who comes with a proven track record of making
impactful changes to any business
organization. Mr. Sachin Bhandari has
spearheaded VTP Realty as its Chief
Executive Officer for over 7 years now
and under his leadership the company
has seen phenomenal growth and has
leapfrogged into the top league. He has
been instrumental in taking the brand
from 90 crores in 2015 when he joined
to over 3000 crores in 2022. He has been
a catalyst for the organization becoming the leader in real estate in Pune
and is continually setting newer
benchmarks for the industry across
the country. Infact today the brand
finds a position in the Top 10 finest real
estate brands in the country, under his
leadership. He is known in the industry for his sharp memory, astute business acumen, soft spoken manner and
accessible approach to people and
sheer determination and drive. He drives his business with as
much enthusiasm and energy as a fresh out of college graduate
thus inspiring everyone around him. He is a staunch believer of

Sachin Bhandari
– Forever Learning, Forever Improving. He attributes his knowledge and tenacity to the vast exposure he has had in his long and
diverse career spanning over 18 years.
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